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Digital Engine Control System Module-3



Components of an Electronically Controlled Engine



• The primary purpose of the electronic engine control system is to regulate the mixture (i.e., air–fuel), the ignition timing, and EGR. • The engine control system is a microcontroller, typically implemented with a specially designed microprocessor and operating under program control. • The hardware multiply greatly speeds up the multiplication operation required at several stages of engine control relative to software multiplication routines, which are generally cumbersome and slow. • The microcontroller under program control generates output electrical signals to operate the fuel injectors so as to maintain stoichiometric mixture and ignition to optimize performance. • In determining the correct fuel flow, the controller obtains a measurement or estimate of the mass air flow rate into the cylinder.



CONTROL MODES FOR FUEL CONTROL • The engine control system is responsible for controlling fuel and ignition for all possible engine operating conditions. • There are a number of distinct categories of engine operation, each of which corresponds to a separate and distinct operating mode for the engine control system.



• For a typical engine there are seven different engine operating modes that affect fuel control: 1. engine crank 2. engine warm-up 3. open-loop control 4. closed-loop control 5. hard acceleration 6. Deceleration 7. idle



Steps in 7 modes 1. 2. 3.



4.



When the ignition key is switched on initially, the mode control logic automatically selects an engine start control scheme that provides the low air/ fuel ratio required for starting the engine. Once the engine RPM rises above the cranking value, the controller identifies the “engine started” mode and passes control to the program for the engine warm-up mode. This operating mode keeps the air/fuel ratio low to prevent engine stall during cool weather until the engine coolant temperature rises above some minimum value. When the coolant temperature rises sufficiently, the mode control logic directs the system to operate in the open-loop control mode until the EGO sensor warms up enough to provide accurate readings. This condition is detected by monitoring the EGO sensor’s output for voltage readings above a certain minimum rich air/fuel mixture voltage set point.



5.When the sensor has indicated rich at least once and after the engine has been in open loop for a specific time, the control mode selection logic selects the closed-loop mode for the system. • The engine remains in the closed-loop mode until either the EGO sensor cools and fails to read a rich mixture for a certain length of time or a hard acceleration or deceleration occurs. 6. During hard acceleration or heavy engine load, the control mode selection logic chooses a scheme that provides a rich air/fuel mixture for the duration of the acceleration or heavy load. • This scheme provides maximum torque but relatively poor emissions control and poor fuel economy regulation as compared with a stoichiometric air/fuel ratio. 7.During periods of deceleration, the air/fuel ratio is increased to reduce emissions of HC and CO due to unburned excess fuel. When idle conditions are present, control mode logic passes system control to the idle speed control mode. In this mode, the engine speed is controlled to reduce engine roughness and stalling that might occur because the idle load has changed due to air conditioner compressor operation, alternator operation, or gearshift positioning from park/neutral to drive, although stoichiometric mixture is used if the engine is warm.



Modern engine control system



• The sensors that measure various engine variables for control are as follows: • MAF Mass air flow sensor • CT Engine temperature as represented by coolant temperature • HEGO (One or two) heated exhaust gas oxygen sensor(s) • POS/RPM Crankshaft angular positon and RPM sensor cycle • Camshaft position sensor for determining start of each engine cycle • TPS Throttle position sensor • DPS Differential pressure sensor (exhaust to intake) for EGR control



1.Engine Crank Engine Crank (Start) The following list is a summary of the engine operation in the engine crank (starting) mode. Here, the primary control concern is reliable engine start. 1. Engine RPM at cranking speed. 2. Engine coolant at low temperature. 3. Air/fuel ratio low. 4. Spark retarded. 5. EGR off. 6. Secondary air to exhaust manifold. 7. Fuel economy not closely controlled. 8. Emissions not closely controlled.



2.Engine Warm-Up • Engine Warm-Up While the engine is warming up, the engine temperature is rising to its normal operating value. Here, the primary control concern is rapid and smooth engine warm-up. A summary of the engine operations during this period follows: 1. Engine RPM above cranking speed at command of driver. 2. Engine coolant temperature rises to minimum threshold. 3. Air/fuel ratio low. 4. Spark timing set by controller. 5. EGR off. 6. Secondary air to exhaust manifold. 7. Fuel economy not closely controlled. 8. Emissions not closely controlled.



3.Open-Loop Control • Open-Loop Control The following list summarizes the engine operations when the engine is being controlled with an open-loop system. This is before the EGO sensor has reached the correct temperature for closed-loop operation. Fuel economy and emissions are closely controlled. 1. Engine RPM at command of driver. 2. Engine temperature above warm-up threshold. 3. Air/fuel ratio controlled by an open-loop system to 14.7. 4. EGO sensor temperature less than minimum threshold. 5. Spark timing set by controller. 6. EGR controlled. 7. Secondary air to catalytic converter. 8. Fuel economy controlled. 9. Emissions controlled.



4.Closed-Loop Control • Closed-Loop Control For the closest control of emissions and fuel economy under various driving conditions, the electronic engine control system is in a closed loop. Fuel economy and emissions are controlled very tightly. The following is a summary of the engine operation during this period: • 1. Engine RPM at command of driver. • 2. Engine temperature in normal range (above warm-up threshold). 3. Average air/fuel ratio controlled to 14.7, ±0.05. • 4. EGO sensor’s temperature above minimum threshold detected by a sensor output voltage indicating a rich mixture of air and fuel for a minimum amount of time. • 5. System returns to open loop if EGO sensor cools below minimum threshold or fails to indicate rich mixture for given length of time. • 6. EGR controlled. • 7. Secondary air to catalytic converter. • 8. Fuel economy tightly controlled. 9. Emissions tightly controlled.



5.Hard Acceleration • Hard Acceleration When the engine must be accelerated quickly or if the engine is under heavy load, it is in a special mode. Now, the engine controller is primarily concerned with providing maximum performance. Here is a summary of the operation under these conditions: 1. Driver asking for sharp increase in RPM or in engine power, demanding maximum torque. 2. Engine temperature in normal range. 3. Air/fuel ratio rich mixture. 4. EGO not in loop. 5. EGR off. 6. Secondary air to intake. 7. Relatively poor fuel economy. 8. Relatively poor emissions control.



6&7. Deceleration and Idle Slowing down •



Deceleration and Idle Slowing down, stopping, and idling are combined in another special mode. The engine controller is primarily concerned with reducing excess emissions during deceleration, and keeping idle fuel consumption at a minimum. This engine operation is summarized in the following list. 1. RPM decreasing rapidly due to driver command or else held constant at idle. 2. Engine temperature in normal range. 3. Air/fuel ratio lean mixture. 4. Special mode in deceleration to reduce emissions. 5. Special mode in idle to keep RPM constant at idle as load varies due to air conditioner, automatic transmission engagement, etc. 6. EGR on. 7. Secondary air to intake. 8. Good fuel economy during deceleration. 9. Poor fuel economy during idle, but fuel consumption kept to minimum possible.



Engine Crank • While the engine is being cranked, the fuel control system must provide an intake air/fuel ratio of anywhere from 2:1 to 12:1, depending on engine temperature. • The correct air/fuel ratio (i.e., [A/F]d) is selected from a ROM lookup table as a function of coolant temperature. • Low temperatures affect the ability of the fuel metering system to atomize or mix the incoming air and fuel. • At low temperatures, the fuel tends to form into large droplets in the air, which do not burn as efficiently as tiny droplets. • The larger fuel droplets tend to increase the apparent air/fuel ratio, because the amount of usable fuel (on the surface of the droplets) in the air is reduced; therefore, the fuel metering system must provide a decreased air/fuel ratio to provide the engine with a more combustible air/fuel mixture. • During engine crank the primary issue is to achieve engine start as rapidly as possible. Once the engine is started the controller switches to an engine warm-up mode.



Idle Air Control



• allow the engine to idle at as low an RPM as possible, yet keep the engine from running rough and stalling when power-consuming accessories, such as air conditioning compressors and alternators, turn on. • The control mode selection logic switches to idle speed control when the throttle angle reaches its zero (completely closed) position and engine RPM falls below a minimum value, and when the vehicle is stationary.



EGR CONTROL • Under normal operating conditions, engine cylinder temperatures can reach more than 3000˚F. • The higher the temperature, the more chance the exhaust will have NOx emissions. • The control mode selection logic determines when EGR is turned off or on. • EGR is turned off during cranking, cold engine temperature (engine warmup), idling, acceleration, or other conditions demanding high torque.



Distributorless Ignition System



• Above Figure illustrates such a system for an example 4-cylinder engine. • In this example a pair of coils provides the spark for firing two cylinders for each coil. Cylinder pairs are selected such that one cylinder is on its compression stroke while the other is on exhaust. The cylinder on compression is the cylinder to be fired (at a time somewhat before it reaches TDC). • The other cylinder is on exhaust. The coil fires the spark plugs for these two cylinders simultaneously. For the former cylinder, the mixture is ignited and combustion begins for the power stroke that follows. For the other cylinder (on exhaust stroke), the combustion has already taken place and the spark has no effect. Although the mixture for modern emission-regulated engines is constrained to stoichiometry, the spark timing can be varied in order to achieve optimum performance within the mixture constraint. For example, the ignition timing can be chosen to produce the best possible engine torque for any given operating condition.



Closed-Loop Ignition Timing • The ignition system described in the foregoing is an open-loop system. • The major disadvantage of open-loop control is that it cannot automatically compensate for mechanical changes in the system. • Closed-loop control of ignition timing is desirable from the standpoint of improving engine performance and maintaining that performance in spite of system changes.



•One scheme for closed-loop ignition timing is based on the improvement in performance that is achieved by advancing the ignition timing relative to TDC. •For a given RPM and manifold pressure, the variation in torque with spark advance is as depicted in Figure advancing the spark relative to TDC increases the torque until a point is reached at which best torque is produced. •This spark advance is known as mean best torque, or MBT..



Secondary Air Management •Secondary air management is used to improve the performance of the catalytic converter by providing extra (oxygen-rich) air to either the converter itself or to the exhaust manifold. •The catalyst temperature must be above about 200°C to efficiently oxidize HC and CO and reduce NOx. •During engine warm-up when the catalytic converter is cold, HC and CO are oxidized in the exhaust manifold by routing secondary air to the manifold. This creates extra heat to speed warm-up of the converter and EGO sensor, enabling the fuel controller to go to the closed-loop mode more quickly. •The converter can be damaged if too much heat is applied to it. This can occur if large amounts of HC and CO are oxidized in the manifold during periods of heavy loads, which call for fuel enrichment, or during severe deceleration. I n such cases, the secondary air is directed to the air cleaner, where After warm-up, the main use of secondary air is to provide an oxygen-rich atmosphere in the second chamber of the three-way catalyst, dualchamber converter system. •In a dual-chamber converter, the first chamber contains rhodium, palladium, and platinum to reduce NOx and to oxidize HC and CO. •The second chamber contains only platinum and palladium. The extra oxygen from the secondary air improves the converter’s ability to oxidize HC and CO in the second converter chamber.it has no effect on exhaust temperatures.



Evaporative Emissions Canister Purge •During engine-off conditions, the fuel stored in the fuel system tends to evaporate into the atmosphere. • To reduce these HC emissions, they are collected by a charcoal filter in a canister. •The collected fuel is released into the intake through a solenoid valve controlled by the computer. •This is done during closed-loop operation to reduce fuel calculation complications in the open-loop mode.



Automatic System Adjustment



•Another important feature of microcomputer engine control systems is their ability to be programmed to learn from their past experiences. •Many control systems use this feature to enable the computer to learn new lookup table values for computing open-loop air/fuel ratios. While the computer is in the closedloop mode, the computer checks its open-loop calculated air/fuel ratios and compares them with the closed-loop average limit-cycle values. •If they match closely, nothing is learned and the open-loop lookup tables are unchanged. •If the difference is large, the system controller corrects the lookup tables so that the openloop values more closely match the closed-loop values. •This updated open-loop lookup table is stored in separate memory (RAM), which is always powered directly by a car battery so that the new values are not lost while the ignition key is turned off. •The next time the engine is started, the new lookup table values will be used in the openloop mode and will provide more accurate control of the air/fuel ratio. •This feature is very important because it allows the system controller to adjust to longterm changes in engine and fuel system conditions.
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